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Central European roundwood markets are at a turning point. Forests in much of the region have
recently suffered extensive damage from a bark beetle outbreak, leading to temporary increases
in harvest, lumber production and log export. An adjustment is inevitable in coming years as
salvage winds down and forest management adapts in the wake of the outbreak. This report
provides a view on how Central European roundwood supply will evolve to 2030, implications for
forest industries in the region, and the likely impact on global softwood log and lumber markets.
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Questions the report helps answer
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•

How has the bark beetle outbreak impacted CE
wood supply and forest industries?

Scenarios for forest growth and harvest to 2030

•

What is the current status of the outbreak and the
outlook for salvage harvests?

•

What impact will the outbreak and elevated harvest
levels have on future harvests from CE forests?
What are the implications for wood supply to CE
industry, log prices and trade?

•
•

What role to CE forests play on global markets?

•

How will CE log and lumber export evolve post-bark
beetle?

Who the report is most relevant for
•
•

Forest owners in CE and broader Europe.
Lumber, panel, pulp and pellet producers in CE
and broader Europe.

•

Importers of CE logs and lumber.

•

Exporters of softwood logs and lumber to Asia and
North America.

•

European forestry policy-makers and forest
industry trade associations.

•

Analysts, consultants, financial institutions and
industry associations.

Impact of bark-beetle adapted forest management

Future risk of beetle damage throughout Europe
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